COMICS

Still working on your degree? Answer yes or no. PENNY: Yes, Penny, this is my computer scientist one. SCIENTIST: Angels,花朵, and the 70s. PENNY: Not counting my 2 summers at summer camp. That's all I did. SCIENTIST: Here's how they related to showing G1ve, i says, made. PENNY: See they related to showing 1 gives, i says, made. SCIENTIST: Yes, Penny, this is my computer scientist one. PENNY: Yes, Penny, this is my computer scientist one.

LOOK US Up
Boston Zoological Society

Radar Systems Group and Space & Communications Group

OPEN HOUSE

COME LEARN ABOUT THE EXCITING WORK HUGHES IS PERFORMING IN ANALYSIS/DESIGN. UTILIZING THE DISCIPLINES OF —

- COMMUNICATION THEORY
- CONTROL THEORY
- DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
- SOFTWARE DESIGN
- COMPUTER SCIENCE
- CIRCUIT DESIGN/ANALYSIS
- IMAGE PROCESSING
- PATTERN RECOGNITION
- E & M THEORY
- MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
- AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

TECHNICAL MANAGERS AND ENGINEERS WILL BE PRESENT

BLDG. 4, ROOM 153
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1983
4:00 - 6:00 PM — REFRESHMENTS — (EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18TH)